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Evaluation Proficient

(100%)

Developing

(85%)

Minimum Performance

(70%)

Unsatisfactory

(0%)

Content & Focus

(30%)

Clearly understands content,

focused upon most relevant

information. And uses best

sources of evidence

Familiar with content, may not be

appropriately focused or does not

use best sources of evidence

Has some familiarity with content,

but lacks focus on most important

elements. Sources are tangentially

relevant, but not on target

Unfamiliar with content required

for participation.

Logic & Flow

(30%)

Able to present an argument

or topic in a logical and

organized fashion.

Presents an argument or topic in a

thorough way, but needs better

logic or organization

Presents some aspects of topic

well, but lacks logic or organization

in other aspects

Disorganized presentation, not

supporting point of view.

Analysis

(30%)

Identifies relationships and

components to clearly state

opinions or ideas.

Identifies relationships and

components, but lacks clarity in

supporting opinions or ideas

Identifies some relationships and

components, but lacks some

important connections.

Does not identify components or

relationships.

Communication/

Collaboration

(10%)

Demonstrates good listening

and reflecting skills and

contributes appropriately

Listening or reflecting skills are

good and contributes appropriately

Listening or reflecting skills are

minimal and contributes only

minimally

Does not contribute

appropriately or lacks listening

and reflecting skills

Our surgery-focused sessions challenged me to think much differently than other ClinCor sessions I’ve had, which I really

enjoyed. Shifting my thought process to a more surgical/anatomically-based mindset took some work, but was rewarding in the way

that it felt representative of all the things that I’ve learned in the past 16 months… and also how much that I have left to learn! I

definitely felt familiar with the content and was satisfied that I came to the right conclusions most of the time, but the material

doesn’t come the easiest to me compared to other topics. I’m much more confident with it now than I was before these sessions. I

have my surgery rotation in a month and I know that I will continue to improve on the critical thinking skills I developed over the past

year.


